Uncanny Affable Machines
“...I want to be a machine, and I feel that
whatever I do and do machine-like is what
I want to do.” —Andy Warhol
Human-like machines and machine-like humans
fascinate, especially in music. The six pieces
on this disc offer various weird but unfraught
scenarios of human/machine interaction.
Each of them features a lone human performer
negotiating intersecting worlds of mechanical and
human. A human soloist contends directly with an
inflexible mechanical partner in three of the pieces:
Uncanny Affable Machines, The Sun Beats the
Mountain Like a Drum, and Let Me Tell U About
R Specials. In these, the electroacoustic parts
often have an uncanny, superhuman rhythmic
precision, but this is undercut by the nature
of the manipulated sampled sounds, most of
which have human-performed, bird-performed,
or chaotic rhythms as part of their fabric. On the
other side, the heroic human performer can
be seen/heard herself as a “soft machine”, to use
William Burroughs’ phrase, wielding a low-tech
but incredibly sophisticated and powerful acoustic
instrument. The relationship between human
and machine, high-tech and low-tech, biology
and silicon, is a close and cordial one. In Uncanny
Affable Machines, performer and soundfile
sound like they’re in different worlds, but, as they
swap material back and forth, it soon becomes
clear that they’re inextricably linked. After some
adventures, they ultimately get crazy together
and give birth to a new form of being.

The Sun Beats the Mountain Like a
Drum exploits extremes of expression and
contrast. The pipa is set apart from most
other instruments by its large range of visceral
performance gestures—notes bend like crazy,
strings can be twisted together to produce
distortion, machine-gun tremolos can strike
at any moment. The wild physicality of the
instrument is palpable, with an in-your-face
presence; then in the next moment, it can sound
exceedingly beautiful and delicate. For the
pipa’s electroacoustic partner, I looked for
material that would emulate its hyper-expressive
power, using raw as well as refined sounds.
In shaping the architecture of the entire piece,
I draw from distinct musical traditions and
sound worlds; some of its high adventure lies in
how these traditions collide, rebound, and are
transformed and convoluted by one another.
Let Me Tell U About R Specials is a
meditation upon a commonplace narrative—
dining in a contemporary American restaurant.
I became aware at some point that most
restaurants had given their food servers the
same script to work from, beginning with “I’m
[Patti], I’ll be helping you out this evening!” and
ending with “Have a nice night!”. (My favorite
mid-meal line is “Are you still working on that?”).
By creating a piece of music that follows this
familiar set of signs for beginning, middle,
and end, I hope to give listeners a sense of where
they are at any given point. And I invite them
to ponder the disturbing similarities between
high art and the service economy. The fixed
media part of Let Me Tell U is made up entirely

of flute sounds and waitperson-speech.
Aside from copious pitch shifting, these
sounds receive minimal processing; the soloist
accompanies herself.
Cross Chop for solo drumset, and Frozen
Rain, Summer Dreams for solo piano, touch
on the mechanical in historically older ways.
The sense of perpetual motion, occasionally
shifting gears, pervades Cross Chop, beginning
with a quotation from the Surfaris’ classic
“Wipeout”. Cross Chop is also named after a
surfing term—a “cross chop” happens when a wind
blowing sideways to shore disturbs the rhythm
of the bigger waves rolling towards it, setting
up a less predictable cross-rhythm. Difficult
for surfers, but exhilarating for percussionists.
Frozen Rain, Summer Dreams begins with an
emotionally chilly prelude (Frozen Rain),
inspired by weather I encountered when climbing
Snowbank Mountain in Montana one August.
The plinking of ice pellets on crusted snowfields
is evoked here by a (somewhat mechanical)
pulsating high note which disappears with the
beginning of Summer Dreams, a song without
words based on a setting of a poem by Bill
Kushner that evokes the nature tropes of classical
Chinese poetry (e.g., “yellow orioles warble
high in/the shadowy summer woods”). The ice
returns in ghostly form at the end.
And No Birds Sing is performed on
a high tech virtual instrument, a grand piano
tuned with 19 notes in each octave; the
improbability of such a machine existing as
an acoustic instrument is part of its appeal.
The microtonal tuning is driven by expressive

needs: dividing the octave into 19 equal intervals
offers a wider palette of both consonance and
dissonance than the common 12-tone equal
temperament. The title is a repeated end line
in Keats’ “La Belle Dame Sans Merci”, a vivid,
well-known poem with the archaic flavor of a
medieval ballad. It begins:
O what can ail thee, knight-at-arms,
Alone and palely loitering?
The sedge has wither’d from the lake,
And no birds sing.
The shocking brevity of that end line evokes
a bleak winter landscape. My piece takes
its tone from this implication of environmental
catastrophe, specifically our ongoing Anthropocene
mass-extinction event, rather than from
a belle femme fatale. But the “sans merci”
part of the poem’s title resonates—we live in
times notable for an absence of pity and mercy
(and many other virtues) in our rulers.
—Eric Moe
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